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Abstract. This paper presents a pose estimation method for planar mirror based on a one-dimensional (1-D)
target. First, a 1-D target is maneuvered in front of a camera so as to allow the camera to capture several images
of both the original and virtual feature points on the target. Next, the normal vector of the mirror and the distance
between the mirror and the camera are calculated by a closed-form method. Last, a nonlinear optimization is
used to refine the closed-form solution by minimizing the reprojection error of reflection projection. Synthetic data
and real experiments show that the proposed method is accurate and reliable. The proposed method is simple
and flexible. No prior information about the target motion and camera pose is assumed. A minimum of two non-
parallel target positions are required. It is suitable for the pose estimation of planar mirrors, especially when they
are in fixed positions. We can find the posture of the fixed camera according to the normal vector of the plane
mirror. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in
whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.57.7.073101]
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1 Introduction
Vision sensors have advantages of flexibility and noncontact
measurement. Planar mirrors are utilized in a wide variety of
applications, such as fringe-reflection measurement,1 planar
catadioptric vision sensors,2 stereovision by a single camera,
and calibration of multiple cameras with nonoverlapping
fields of view (FOVs).3,4 A common major challenge of
these applications is the pose estimation of the planar mirror.
It is important and necessary to develop accurate and flexible
pose estimation methods for planar mirrors.

There has been some research on the pose estimation of
planar mirrors. Lebraly et al.5 used a planar mirror to create
an overlap between cameras by attaching markers on the mir-
ror’s surface. However, pasting markers on the mirror was
inconvenient and troublesome. Sturm et al.,6 Rodrigues
et al.,7 Hesch et al.,8 and Kosuke Takahashi et al.9 proposed
different pose estimation methods based on the fact that suc-
cessive reflections in two-mirror planes were a fixed-axis
rotation around the line of intersection of two mirror planes.
Reference 10 proposed a practical visual inertial calibration
method, which is based on visual observations taken in front
of a planar mirror. Reference 11 presented a design and con-
struction of a new system for stereovision with a single CCD
camera. Reference 12 proposed a method for the calibration,
which is used the orthogonal phase-shifted sinusoidal pat-
terns during the calibration process.

Xiao et al.1 calculated the transformation between the
camera and the LCD screen by a markerless flat mirror.
Li et al.13 measured the pose of a flat mirror by capturing
the reflected structured light pattern. The translation vector
was calculated by the mirror motion without any tilt.
However, pure translations can hardly be achieved without

external equipment. Ren et al.14 calibrated a stereodeflectom-
etry system, where two cameras captured the fringe patterns
produced by an LCD screen reflected by a flat mirror. The
above methods require that the mirror is placed at several
positions. However, these methods fail when the camera
and the mirror are in fixed positions.

In Ref. 15, an algorithm is based on an orthogonality
constraint, which should be satisfied by all families of reflec-
tions of a single reference object. It can return a unique sol-
ution of three P3P problems from three mirrored images.
Reference 16 presents a method that utilizes reasonable
assumptions about geometric features such as a plane or
an intersecting line of two planes. It obtains an initial solu-
tion via singular value decomposition (SVD), which is then
refined via nonlinear optimization, which does not require
any assumption about structures but estimates the parameters
of geometric features. In Ref. 17, an accurate closed-form
solution with explicit geometric meanings is proposed. It
minimizes an error metric based on all reflections of rotation,
and then derives the optimal solution that gives the real cam-
era rotation directly by SVD of the sum of mirrored camera
rotations. Then, it can minimize object-space collinearity
error.

This paper is also inspired by Shah18 and Li et al.17 Shah
found the best rotation matrix with determinant 1. In con-
trast, we seek the best orthogonal matrix with determinant
−1, and the best reflection matrix can be constructed by a
matrix with determinant −1. Li et al.17 calculated the camera
rotation by minimizing the error of all rotation reflections.
In this paper, we initialize the normal vector by minimizing
the error of reflections of the unit direction vectors.

In this paper, we focus on the pose estimation of the
planar mirror based on a one-dimensional (1-D) target.
1-D target has advantages of simple structure and flexibility.
First, instead of moving the mirror, we move the target in*Address all correspondence to: Wenlei Liu, E-mail: liuwenlei@buaa.edu.cn
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front of the camera to provide multiple (at least two) views
of both the original and virtual targets. The camera and
the mirror are fixed during the process. Next, the normal vec-
tor of the planar mirror is estimated based on the direction
vectors of the original and virtual targets. The distance
between the camera and the mirror is calculated based on
reflection equations. Last, the closed-form solution thus
obtained is refined using nonlinear optimization by minimiz-
ing the reprojection error of reflection projection. Compared
with conventional methods, the proposed method is suitable
for the pose estimation of planar mirrors, especially when
camera and the mirror are in fixed positions. After obtaining
the position information in the plane mirror, the camera
can be observed the carrier virtual image through plane
mirror, then the rotation matrix, and translation vector of
the image machine coordinate system fCg and the carrier
coordinate system fBg can be calculated. The calibration
of the installation parameters of the image machine is
completed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: preliminary
work is introduced in Sec. 2. The principle of the proposed
method is described in Sec. 3. Synthetic data and real-data

experiments are performed in Sec. 4. The conclusions are
given in Sec. 5.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Camera Model

Perspective projection is used as the camera model. The
parameters and coordinates of the perspective projection
model are shown in Fig. 1. The relation between a spatial
point P ¼ ½X; Y; Z�T in fCg and the corresponding image
point p ¼ ½u; v�T can be described as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;631s
h p
1

i
¼ KP; K ¼

" fx 0 u0
0 fy v0
0 0 1

#
; (1)

where s is a scale factor, K is the intrinsic matrix in camera.
fx and fy are the equivalent focal lengths in horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. (u0; v0) denotes the princi-
pal point.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), both the original and the virtual
targets are in the camera’s FOV. Ocxcyczc is the coordinate
frame of the camera, denoted as fCg.

2.2 Pose Estimation of One-Dimensional Target

As shown in Fig. 2, Pi;j and P̃i;j denote the spatial coordi-
nates of the j’th original and the j’th virtual feature points
at the i’th position in fCg, respectively. pi;j and p̃i;j
are the corresponding image coordinates, i ¼ 1; : : : ;M,
j ¼ 1; : : : ; N. M is the number of target positions and
N is the number of feature points on the target.

The original target and the virtual target at i’th position
are uniquely characterized by Pi;1, di and P̃i;1; d̃i, respec-
tively. di and d̃i are the unit direction vectors of the original
and virtual targets at ith position, respectively.

For the ith position, Pi;1 and di can be obtained by
the method proposed by Liu et al.19,20 It requires that at
least three collinear feature points on the target. Suppose
Pi;1ðx1; y1; z1Þ, Pi;2ðx2; y2; z2Þ, and Pi;3ðx3; y3; z3Þ, then
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Fig. 1 The perspective projection model and coordinate relation.

Fig. 2 The 1-D target is placed in front of the camera. (a) Projections of the original and virtual targets at
the i ’th position and (b) reflection through the planar mirror.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;752

x3 − x1
x2 − x1

¼ y3 − y1
y2 − y1

¼ z3 − z1
z2 − z1

¼ ρ; (2)

where ρ ¼ kPi3 − Pi1k∕kPi2 − Pi1k can be computed from
the distances between the points Pi;1, Pi;2, Pi;3.

Suppose that in the image coordinate system, pi;1ðu1; v1Þ,
pi;2ðu2; v2Þ, and pi;3ðu3; v3Þ. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2),
we can obtain

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;665

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ðu1 − u0Þz1 ¼ x1fx
ðv1 − v0Þz1 ¼ y1fy
ðu2 − u0Þz2 ¼ x2fx
ðv2 − v0Þz2 ¼ y2fy
ðu3 − u0Þz3 ¼ x3fx
ðv3 − v0Þz3 ¼ y3fy
ðρ − 1Þx1 ¼ ρx2 − x3
ðρ − 1Þy1 ¼ ρy2 − y3
ðρ − 1Þz1 ¼ ρz2 − z3

: (3)

By solving Eq. (3), the coordinates of pi;1ðx1; y1; z1Þ,
pi;2ðx2; y2; z2Þ, and pi;3ðx3; y3; z3Þ can be retrieved and the
initial value of the normal vector di can be obtained. Due
to the image noise, if there are more than three feature points,
results of different point triplets, e.g., (Pi;1;Pi;2;Pi;3) and
(Pi;1;Pi;2;Pi;4), are not equivalent.

Let p̂i;j be the image coordinates of the reprojection
feature point

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;439s

�
p̂i;j
1

�
¼ K½Pi;1 þ ðj − 1ÞLdi�; (4)

where s is a scale factor, L is the known interval of two adja-
cent feature points on the target, and K denotes the intrinsic
matrix in camera.

To utilize the redundant information of feature points, Pi;1
and di are refined by minimizing the following reprojection
error using Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm:21

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;328fðΩÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

d2ðpi;j; p̂i;jÞ; (5)

where Ω¼ðPi;1;diÞ. di¼½cosθi cosφi;sinφi;cosθi sinφi�T .
θi and φi are the pitch angle and yaw angle of the i’th
unit direction vector with respect to fCg, respectively. dð·Þ
is the distance function between two points. The initial
value of (Pi;1; di) can be obtained by Liu’s method.19

The pose of the i’th virtual target ðP̃i;1; d̃iÞ can also be
obtained similarly.

2.3 Planar Mirror Reflection

As shown in Fig. 2(b), camera fCg is in front of a planar
mirror Π. The mirror is uniquely determined by its unit
normal vector n and the distance l with respect to fCg.2,17
A spatial point P lies on the mirror plane if and only if it
satisfies

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;118nTP ¼ l: (6)

The Householder matrix H22,23 is widely used in the
mirror reflection model, and its equation is as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;592H ¼ I − 2nnT: (7)

The Householder transformation is a linear transforma-
tion that transforms a vector into a mirror image reflected
by a hyperplane. The Householder transformation can zero
some elements of a vector and keep the norm of the vector
constant.

The schematic diagram of a mirror surface emission
model is shown in Fig. 3. The equation of the plane Π is
as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;481nTx ¼ 0 ∀ x ∈ Π: (8)

If x ∈ Π, then

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;443Hx ¼ ðI − 2nnTÞx ¼ x: (9)

If y ∈= Π, then
EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;402

Hy ¼ ðI − 2nnTÞðxþ knÞ ¼ xþ kn − 2 knnTn ¼ x − kn

¼ ỹ: (10)

The reflection in Π can be represented by the following
matrix:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;330S ¼
�
H 2 ln

0 1

�
: (11)

Through the conversion of S can obtain the position of the
virtual mirror P̃ corresponding to the space point P in the
camera coordinate system. The space point P and the corre-
sponding virtual point are related as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;245

�
P̃
1

�
¼ S

�
P
1

�
: (12)

3 Principle of the Mirror Pose Estimation

3.1 Analysis of the Unique Solution

The calculation of the normal vector n is equivalent to solv-
ing the Householder matrix H. According to Eqs. (11) and
(12), di and d̃i are related by the Householder matrix as
follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;326;115d̃i ¼ Hdi: (13)

From Eq. (13), one position is not enough to obtain
a unique solution. For two positions, we have

x

n y x kn= +

y x kn

o

Fig. 3 The schematic diagram of a mirror surface emission model.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;63;752d̃1 ¼ Hd1; d̃2 ¼ Hd2: (14)

According to the principle of mirror image, assume that
target real image is positioned for the right-handed coordi-
nate system, and in the target virtual image, the left and right,
upside down, and up and down directions remain the same
with respect to the left-hand target image coordinate system.4

Therefore, the relationship between real image d1×d2 and
virtual image d̃1×d̃2 is as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;63;652−d̃1 × d̃2 ¼ Hðd1 × d2Þ: (15)

Combining Eqs. (14) and (15), we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;63;609½ d̃1 d̃2 −d̃ × d̃2 � ¼ H½ d1 d2 d1 × d2 �: (16)

If d1 is not parallel to d2, matrix ½ d1 d2 d1 × d2 � is
invertible. Thus, H can be uniquely determined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;63;555H ¼ ½ d̃1 d̃2 −d̃ × d̃2 �½ d1 d2 d1 × d2 �−1: (17)

If d1 is parallel to d2, the target motion is a pure trans-
lation, det ½ d1 d2 d1 × d2 � ¼ 0, thus a unique solution
cannot be found.

3.2 Computing the Normal Vector n

If the target is placed more than two times, the best
Householder matrix can be computed from the solution to
the orthogonal Procrustes problem.21 According to Eq. (13),
the sum of the normal vector error is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;63;419E ¼
XM
i¼1

ei ¼
XM
i¼1

kd̃i −Hdik2F; (18)

where k · kF denotes the Frobenius norm, kxk2F ¼ trðxTxÞ ¼
trðxxTÞ. If measurements are noiseless, E ¼ 0.

The best approximation of matrix H is equivalent to the
matrix that solves the minimization problem of Eq. (18).
According to the properties of the Householder matrix,
Eq. (18) is expanded as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;63;303E ¼
XM
i¼1

tr½
�
d̃Ti − dTi H

T
��

d̃i −Hdi
�
� ¼ 2M − 2trðHΔÞ;

(19)

where Δ ¼ P
M
i¼1 did̃

T
i .

It can be seen that minimization of E is equivalent to
maximize trðHΔÞ. Therefore, the matrix H that solves the
minimization problem of Eq. (18) is equivalent to H that
solves

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;63;185max
H

trðHΔÞ: (20)

There are some researches18,22 on finding the best rotation
matrix with determinant þ1. However, the Householder
matrix is not a rotation but actually a reflection with deter-
minant −1. To construct the best reflection, a lemma is
introduced.

Lemma 1 For a given 3 × 3 matrix Δ and a Householder
matrix H

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;326;752trðHΔÞ ≤ trðDΣÞ; (21)

where UΣVT is the full SVD of Δ, the singular values are in
decreasing order, and

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e022;326;708D ¼ diag

�
1; 1;−detðVUTÞ

�
: (22)

Proof Using trðABÞ ¼ trðBAÞ and the SVD result of
matrix Δ, we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e023;326;642trðHΔÞ ¼ trðHUΣVTÞ ¼ ðVTHUDDΣÞ; (23)

where D2 ¼ I is the identity matrix. Let Ĥ ¼ VTHUD.

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e024;326;599ĤĤT ¼ ðVTHUDÞðVTHUDÞT ¼ I; (24)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e025;326;567

detðĤÞ ¼ detðVTHUDÞ ¼ detðVTÞ detðHÞ detðUÞ detðDÞ
¼ −½det ðVTÞ2�½detðUÞ�2 detðHÞ ¼ 1: (25)

According to Eqs. (24) and (25), we can come to the con-
clusion that Ĥ is an orthogonal matrix with determinant 1
and hence a rotation matrix.

Suppose that Ĥ¼

2
64
h11 : : : h1j
..
. . .

. ..
.

hi1 : : : hij

3
75, Σ ¼ diagðσ1; σ2; σ3Þ,

we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e026;326;435trðHΔÞ ¼ trðĤDΣÞ ¼ σ1h11 þ σ2h22 − σ3h33 detðVUTÞ:
(26)

Therefore, the trace is maximized if hii ¼ 1. As Ĥ is an
orthogonal matrix, this means that Ĥ would have to be the
identity matrix. Then

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e027;326;355trðHΔÞ ≤ σ1 þ σ2 − σ3detðVUTÞ ¼ trðDΣÞ: (27)

According to two sets of the original and virtual direction
vectors, the best reflection matrix can be obtained by
Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. The solution to the maximization problem
of Eq. (20) is as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e028;326;263H ¼ VDUT; (28)

where UΣVT is the full SVD of Δ with decreasing singular
values and D is subject to Eq. (22).

Proof. From Lemma 1, the maximization problem of
Eq. (20) is achieved if a Householder matrix H can be con-
structed such that

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e029;326;164trðHΔÞ ¼ trðDΣÞ: (29)

LetH¼ VDUT , then trðHΔÞ ¼ trðVDUTUΣVTÞ ¼ trðDΣÞ:
When the Householder matrix H is determined, the unit
normal vector n is obtained.
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3.3 Computing the Distance l

From Eq. (12), we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e030;63;7262 ln ¼ P̃i;j −HPi;j: (30)

Therefore, the distance l can be computed as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e031;63;682l ¼ 1

2MN

XM
i¼1

XN
j¼1

½nTðP̃i;j −HPi;jÞ�; (31)

where Pi;j and P̃i;j can be calculated according to the Eq. (3).
H can be calculated according to Eq. (17).

3.4 Nonlinear Optimization

The results obtained in Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3, which were
called as the closed-form solution. The closed-form calcula-
tion is fast, but it is sensitive to the noise. In this subsection,
the closed-form solution is refined with nonlinear optimiza-
tion by minimizing the reprojection error of reflection.
According to the camera model, we have

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e032;63;516s

�
p
⌢
i;j

1

�
¼ K½ I 0 �

�
I − 2nnT 2 ln

0 1

��
pi;j
1

�
; (32)

where s is a scale factor, K denotes the intrinsic matrix in
camera, I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix, and 0 is a 1 × 3 zero
vector. p

⌢
i;j is the reprojected image coordinates.

The mirror normal vector n and the distance l are refined
by minimizing the following function using the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm21

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e033;63;404fðΩÞ ¼
XM
i¼1

XN
j¼1

ω2ðp̃i;j; p
͡
i;jÞ; (33)

where Ω ¼ ðn; lÞ, n ¼ ½cos θ cos φ; sin θ; cos θ sinφ�T .
θ and φ are the pitch angle and yaw angle of the normal
vector n with respect to fCg, respectively. ωð·Þ is the dis-
tance between image points and p̃ij is the image coordinate

corresponding to the imaginary point p
⌢
i;j. After optimiza-

tion, the optimal value of the normal vector n and the dis-
tance l is obtained.

3.5 Calculating the Relative Position of the Image
Machine fCg and the Carrier fBg

Figure 4 shows the relationship diagram of the vector coor-
dinate system fBg, the vector image frame fB 0g, and the
machine coordinate system fCg, where the RBC and RB 0C
stand for the rotation vector, the tBC and tB 0C represent
the translation vector, and the S mean mirror reflection
matrix.

The image of the mounting carrier in the mirror is
observed by the plane mirror, so as to obtain the transforma-
tion relationship between the plane frame fCg and the vector
virtual frame fB 0g. According to the above results, the trans-
formation relationship between the image coordinate system
fCg and the carrier image coordinates fBg can be obtained
directly. Thus, the calibration of the installation parameters
of the imager can be completed.

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e034;326;605

�
RBC tBC
0 1

�
¼

�
RB 0C tB 0C
0 1

��
I − 2nnT 2 ln

0 1

�
; (34)

whereR is the rotation matrix, t is the translation vector, sub-
scripts B 0C and BC, respectively, represent the conversion
relationship between the camera coordinate system fCg
and the virtual carrier coordinate fB 0g, and the transforma-
tion relationship between the camera coordinate system fCg
and the carrier image coordinates fBg.

3.6 Method Summary

The calibration method of the installation parameters of
the image machine based on the plane mirror is proposed in
this section, which keeps the relative position of the image
machine and the plane mirror unchanged. The main proc-
esses of the proposed method are as follows:

Step 1: The intrinsic parameters of the camera are calibrated
using the Bouguet Camera Calibration Toolbox
based on Zhang’s method.24,25 The internal param-
eters of the camera mainly include the following:
fx; fy; u0; v0.

Step 2: The 1-D target with N feature points is placed in
front of the camera for M times. For each position,
one image is taken by the camera. Both the original
and virtual targets are in the camera’s FOV. All
the images are undistorted according to the intrinsic
calibration results. Thus, image coordinates are
distortionless.

Step 3: The optimal estimation value of matrix H can
be obtained by Orthogonal Procrustes problem.
For the ith position, compute the value of Pi;1; di
and P̃i;1; d̃i, respectively. Repeat this step for
i ¼ 1; : : : ;M.

Step 4: By obtaining the minimum value of the reprojection
error function, the optimal value of the mirror nor-
mal vector n and the image machine-mirror distance
l are obtained.

Step 5: The rotation matrix RBC and the translation vector
tBC between the image machine coordinate system
and the carrier coordinate system are calculated, and
the calibration of the installation parameters of the
image machine is completed.

4 Experimental Results
Through the previous derivation, the mirror position (the
mirror vector n and the image machine-mirror distance l)
are the key parameters in the calibration process of the

co

cx
cy

cz{ }C

Bo

Bx
By

Bz{ }B

Bx

Bz

By

{ }B

Bo

,B C B CR t

,BC BCR t

S

Fig.4 The relationship diagram of the vector coordinate system fBg,
the vector image frame fB 0g, and the machine coordinate system
fCg.
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installation parameters of the image machine. Therefore, this
section takes the pose error of plane mirror as the accuracy
evaluation index, analyzes the related factors that affect the
accuracy through simulation data and physical experiments,
and compares it with other calibration methods.

4.1 Simulation Data

To evaluate the accuracy, the estimation errors are defined as
follows:

(a) Error of the mirror normal vector n against the truth
value ng is defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e035;63;433En ¼ arc cosðnTngÞ: (35)

(b) Error of the distance l against the truth value lg is
defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e036;63;377El ¼ l − lg: (36)

(c) Reprojection error is defined as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e037;63;332Eq ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXM
i¼1

XN
j¼1

kp̃i;j − p̂i;jk2
2MN

vuut : (37)

In this experiment, one simulated camera and a planar
mirror are used to construct the system. The intrinsic param-
eters of the camera are fx ¼ fy ¼ 995.556, u0 ¼ 512,
v0 ¼ 384. The image resolution is 1024 pixel × 768 pixel.
The mirror normal vector n ¼ ½−0.5; 0; 0.866�T, i.e.,
θ ¼ 0, φ ¼ 120 deg. The distance l ¼ 400 mm, the interval
L ¼ 25 mm.

The positions of target are randomly generated. Only the
original and virtual targets in the camera’s FOV are used.
Gaussian noise with zero mean and different standard
deviation σ is added to the image coordinates of feature
points. The effects of several factors on the accuracy of
the pose estimation are evaluated quantitatively by synthetic
data as follows.

4.1.1 Influence of the characteristic point noise on
the accuracy

In this experiment,M ¼ 10, N ¼ 9. Gaussian noise is added
to the image coordinates of the feature points. The noise level
varies from 0 to 1.0 pixel. For each level, 100 independent
trials are performed to compute the relative errors of En, El
and RMS errors of Eq.

From Fig. 5, the error increases linearly with the noise
level. It indicates that the closed-form solution can be effec-
tively adjusted by the proposed method. If the noise level of a
system is <0.5 pixel, relative errors of the normal vector n
and the distance l are <0.06% and 0.5%, respectively, which
are applicable for common applications.

4.1.2 Influence of the number of target placement on
the accuracy

In this experiment, Gaussian noise with σ ¼ 0.2 pixel is
added to the image coordinates of the feature points. M
varies from 2 to 12, N is set to 9. For each level, 100 inde-
pendent trials are performed and are used to compute relative
errors.

From Fig. 6, the error decreases with the increasing num-
ber of target positions. When the target is placed only twice,
the pose estimation error is rather high. The estimation error
decreases rapidly as the number of positions increases. When
there are enough positions, the contribution of additional
positions decreases.

4.1.3 Influence of the number of target feature points
on the accuracy

In this experiment, Gaussian noise with σ ¼ 0.2 pixel is
added to the image coordinates of the feature points. M is
set to 10, N varies from 3 to 16. For each level, 100 inde-
pendent trials are performed and are used to evaluate relative
errors.

From Fig. 7, increasing number of feature points benefits
the estimation accuracy. When there are only three feature
points on the target, the estimation error reaches maximum.
The accuracy improves sharply when N increases from 3 to
8. When N > 10, the accuracy stables at the certain level.

4.2 Physical Experiments

As shown in Fig. 8(a), a Canon 60D digital camera and
a planar mirror are in fixed positions. The image resolution

Fig. 5 Error of pose estimation versus the noise level: (a) the relative error of En versus noise level,
(b) the relative error of El versus noise level, and (c) the RMS error of Eq versus noise level.
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of the camera is 1920 pixel × 1280 pixel. The intrinsic
parameters of the vision sensor are calibrated using the
Bouguet’s calibration toolbox,15 as shown in Table 1. We
use the intersection of two rows of checkerboards equiva-
lently to the 1-D target. The distance between neighboring
feature points in the checkerboard is 20 mm, i.e., L ¼
20 mm. The two-row checkerboard is used to define 1-D
target for feature extraction.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), a checkerboard is placed between
the camera and the mirror. Both the original and virtual

Fig. 6 Error of pose estimation vs. the number of target positions M (a) the relative error of En versus
the number of target positions, (b) the relative error of El versus the number of target positions, and
(c) the RMS error of Eq versus the number of target positions.

Fig. 7 Error of pose estimation versus the number of feature points N (a) the relative error of En versus
the number of feature points, (b) the relative error of El versus the number of feature points, and
(c) the RMS error of Eq versus the number of feature points.

Fig. 8 (a) An image captured by the camera. Both the original and virtual 1-D target are in the camera’s
FOV and (b) a checkerboard is used to evaluate the accuracy.

Table 1 Intrinsic parameters of the camera.

f x f y u0 v0

Camera 1548 1548 960 640

Bouguet 1561.293 1560.153 972.497 597.061

Error (%) 0.86 0.79 1.3 6.7
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checkerboards are in the camera’s FOV. The spatial coordi-
nates of the corner points of the checkerboards can be
obtained by the Bouguet’s toolbox. In this experiment,
reflective error Es and the reprojection error Eq are used
to evaluate the accuracy

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e038;63;697Es ¼
1

ðnx þ 1Þðny þ 1Þ
Xnxþ1

i¼1

Xnyþ1

j¼1

kQ̃i;j − ðHQi;j þ 2 lnÞk;

(38)

where Qi;j and Q̃i;j are the spatial coordinates of the original
and virtual corner points of the checkerboards, with respect
to fCg. nx and ny are the number of squares along two
orthogonal directions, respectively.

To verify the effect of several factors shown in the syn-
thetic experiment, pose estimations of different position
numbers and different feature points are implemented.

4.2.1 Influence of the number of target placement on
the accuracy

In this experiment, the number of target positions M is
changed from 2 to 12, the number of feature points N is
set to 9. From Fig. 9, the result is similar to the result of
the synthetic experiment in Sec. 4.1.2. An increasing number
of target positions benefits the accuracy, especially when the
number of target positions is relatively small.

4.2.2 Influence of the number of target feature points
on the accuracy

In this experiment, the number of target positionsM is set to
10, the number of feature points N is changed from 3 to 12.
From Fig. 10, it also indicates a similar result of the synthetic
experiment in Sec. 4.1.3. The estimation error peaks at
N ¼ 3, which corresponds to the minimum quantity of fea-
ture points. Then, the estimation error decreases sharply with
the increasing number of feature points. When N > 8, the
estimation error flattens out gradually.

4.2.3 Discussions

Evidently, there exists a trade-off between the accuracy and
the workload. According to the effect, analysis of the number
of target positions M and the number of feature points N,
M ¼ 10 and N ¼ 9 is a balanced choice. When the error
of an image point is 0.5 pixel, the synthetic experiment
shows that relative errors of the normal vector n and the
distance l are 0.06% and 0.45%, respectively. It is acceptable
for common applications such as the camera-to-base
calibration.8

In addition, there is a gap between the results of synthetic
data and real-data experiments. There may be some reasons
for this. First, the feature point extraction method is a com-
monly used method with good generality and acceptable
accuracy. Extraction algorithms with higher accuracy
improve the accuracy, which will be further investigated.
Second, the mirror used in this paper is a domestic appliance,

Fig. 9 Error of pose estimation versus the number of target positions M (a) the reflective error Es versus
target position number and (b) the reprojection error Eq versus target position number.

Fig. 10 Error of pose estimation versus the number of feature points N (a) the reflective error ES versus
the number of feature points and (b) the reprojection error Eq versus the number of feature points.
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not a precision optical device. Precision mirrors can be used
to improve the accuracy.

4.3 Comparisons

There are many methods for the pose estimation. Here, three
typical methods are described as follows:

Method 1: This method is similar to the proposed method.
As shown in Fig. 8(b), a checkerboard is used as
the calibration target, instead of the 1-D target.
The corner points are extracted and calibrated by
the Bouguet’s toolbox. The pose of the mirror is
also refined using nonlinear optimization. We
use method 1 as the criterion for evaluating
the merits of the proposed method.

Method 2: As shown in Fig. 11, a reference object is placed
on the ground and remains fixed. Then, the pose
of the mirror can be calculated by Li’s method.17

For each method, 10 images are captured to estimate
the mirror pose. The reflective error Es is used to evaluate
the accuracy. The results of different methods are shown in
Table 2.

From Table 2, the comparisons show that the proposed
method achieves a good accuracy. Compared with the
closed-form solution, the closed solution is simple and fast,
but it is more sensitive to noise and larger in error. The same
line determined by the selection of different points is differ-
ent. Therefore, the normal vectors determined by these lines
will also have certain differences, which will produce certain
errors. Compared with the checkerboard of method 1, the
errors of the two methods are relatively small. However,
the number of feature points of 1-D target is reduced a
lot, under the condition that the computation accuracy is
not decreased. Therefore, according to the 1-D target of
the known size, the calibration of the imaging machine
can be achieved without reducing the precision, and the limi-
tation of the complex calibration tool can be removed, so that
the calibration is more flexible and convenient. The accuracy
of method 3 is roughly the same as the closed-form solution.

However, method 3 fails when the camera and the mirror
cannot be moved.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a pose estimation method for planar mirrors is
presented. The method only needs a simple 1-D target and a
digital camera. First, the camera captures the target in differ-
ent positions. The pose of the target in each position is
obtained. Then, the normal vector and the distance between
the camera and the mirror are calculated by a closed-form
method, followed by a nonlinear optimization.

Our method is simple and flexible. A minimum of two
nonparallel target positions and three collinear feature points
on the target are needed. No prior information about the tar-
get motion and the camera’s pose is required. The proposed
method is accurate and robust to noises. Both synthetic data
and real experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method. In addition, both the camera and the mirror do
not need to move during the process, so it is suitable for
application where the camera and the mirror need to remain
fixed.

In some applications, the transformation between the
body frame and the camera frame need to be accurately cali-
brated. However, cameras mounted on the body usually can-
not observe the body directly. We plan to apply our method
for the camera-to-body calibration in the future.
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